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Special Discount $9.99 $3.99. Get your copy right now! A Vulgar Adult Coloring Book Designed
for Intermediate level artists and Featuring Animals and Flowers. This best selling adult coloring
book is the perfect way to cool down and relax for those with a subversive and irreverent sense of
humor. In fact, some words in this book are vulgar! Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To
Color Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and RelaxationIt includes 26 Exclusive Swear Word
Coloring Pages Designed for Adults Each Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid
bleed throughEach Swear Word is Designed with Owls, Dogs, Flowers, Motifs, and PatternsThe
Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level Follow us on Snapchat at:
Rainbowcoloring Featuring some of the most inappropriate swear words imaginable, these beautiful
designs are a joy to color. Each swear word is designed with animal, flowers and other beautiful
patterns. Sized to frame at 8.5" x 8.5"Single-Sided PagesPrinted on white paper Here are some
words you'll find inside the book: What The FuckFuck OffDickheadPiss Off Shit
FacedBitchassFuckwitCuntfaceShagDumbassDumbcuntAssholeAnd Much More..! This is perfect
for any adults who want to amuse themselves or their loved ones. Simply relax, choose the swear
word of your choice and then color. Get Your Copy Today!
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I typically don't promote swearing, but I find it very humorous that coloring books are finally being
made truly for Adults (thanks to their colorful & creative language). There is nothing like swearing
under your breath while you madly color in the very same curse word. It is such a delight to color
your frustrations away. And to then be left with a beautiful reminder of your colorful rage!Minus one
star for using the same cuss word twice. There's only 26 images to color. ...I think we can all come
up with some more creative colorful language. If they need some suggestions for their next book,
hopefully they reach out to their customers, ;-)Overall, this book is definitely worth
purchasing.PROS:+ Low Price+ Book easily folds open at the spine so you don't have to spend too
much time pushing the previous pages out of the way.+ There is a good variation of image style &
skill level. This helps to make sure the pictures do not feel repetitive+ Images are only printed on
once side of each page - this prevents Ink, or even just pressure from a pencil from making the
other side of the page unusable.+ Pages are thick & generally ink does not seep through - Although
I still recommend being cautious if you choose to use markers.+ 26 images to color (plus the title
page)Cons:- Several of the Images are cut off at the edge of the pages (due to bad alignment)- A
few of the images are so busy with an over abundance of tiny shapes that the swear words are hard
to distinguish until you color them in.- Some of the swear words are repeated (I would not have
noticed but they were used back to back from one page to the very next with a similar image).- No
information is included on if the pages are made from recycled material, or if ink is acid free,
etc.Note: The seller provided me with a free, or discounted copy of this item in exchange for my
honest & unbiased review.

Love this book. Many of the designs are very simple and good for a quick stress relief session.
Other pages are more intricate, which is good for when I have a bit more time. I especially like that
the pages are one sided, so they're marker friendly. There is a lot of bleeding for me though, so be
sure to put something behind the page you're coloring so your markers won't bleed to the other
pages. Here's some finished photos for reference!

This isn't your mama's coloring book!Prior to this, I have never encountered a coloring book that
was exclusively made for adults. Yeah, there has been a proliferation of 'adult coloring books', but

they're only 'adult' in the sense that their patterns and the time investment they demand are best
suited for grownups.Swear Word Adult Coloring Book is the first adult coloring book that I have seen
that's really meant for adults! Cusses and expletives galore, presented in designs that are just as
intricate and as beautiful as the best adult coloring books out there, this work should stand out in
your library of completed patterns (if you maintain one like I do).The link to a printable PDF is a
fantastic gesture. I don't have to screencap images of the Kindle device on my iMac and edit the
same in Adobe Photoshop just to get a printable sheet of the patterns. The PDF version of this book
makes it very convenient for me, and I appreciate that a lot.The best part about it? If I end up not
liking my choice of colors... I can just print the patterns again and start over. Easy!If you want
something COMPLETELY DIFFERENT for your collection of adult coloring motifs and if foul
language doesn't offend you, then Wear Word Adult Coloring Book would come highly
recommended!

Length: 1:16 Mins

I've found that this coloring book is just the thing to bring to boring events where I need to stay
awake and quiet at the same time: at church it comes in super handy, and it's also great fun at the
daycare where I work. A few of the kids are starting to learn how to read, so they appreciate a good
laugh.A Word On The Graphic Design Of This Book: As a coloring book, not even considering the
"graphic" content, this is a high-quality coloring book. All the shapes and patterns are nicely done
and the various pages actually demands different levels of skill.Ê•â€¢á´¥â€¢Ê” Spencer in Seattle
original reviewI was provided a free sample in exchange for my honest review.

The images in this book are adorable. Most are filled with cute and cuddly animals. The images
range in complexity, so that some are easier to color while others pose more of a challenge. Be
warned there is offensive language in this book, so it definitely is NOT for children, more for child
inside all of us that hasn't grown up yet. Although, the book isn't as tall as others, more of a
purse/travel size book, it's still filled with great images, and there are many. I would recommend
using colored pencils, gel pens, or crayons, as markers will bleed through. However, the images are
one sided, so you can still use maker if you put a blotter between pages. Would I buy this book
again? YES. In fact, I went back and bought some extra for some of like minded friends.

I love this book so much. My mother in law loves coloring books and i came across this so i bought

it for her but I think I might keep it. Its funny, vulgar yet very beautiful in the illustrations.
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